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Abstract The Northwestern Mediterranean (NWMed) Sea includes one of the best observed ocean deep
convection sites in the World. An observing system simulation experiment (OSSE) is developed to provide a
methodology for estimating observing network errors. It is applied to quantify dense water volumes in the
NWMed during 2012–2013 with their observation error from MOOSE network. Results from the OSSE show
low spatiotemporal sampling errors, which confirms MOOSE network ability to measure dense waters. How-
ever, results are highly sensitive to instrumental stability. The dense water volume is then estimated in
observations from four ship cruises between summers 2012 and 2013. A large seasonal cycle is found, maxi-
mal in spring 2013 and dominated by the area west of 6.58E. The dense water volume (r0 > 29:11 kg=m3) is
stable between summer 2012 (13:360:6 3 1013 m3) and winter 2013 (13:761:3 3 1013 m3). It increases
dramatically in spring 2013 (17:760:9 3 1013 m3) due to an intense convective event, and it finally
decreases rapidly in summer 2013 (15:160:6 3 1013 m3) due to restratification and spreading. We estimate
an open-sea dense water formation (DWF) rate of 1:460:3 Sv between summer 2012 and spring 2013 over
the studied area, extrapolated to 2:360:5 Sv over the whole NWMed Sea and for the optimal timing. This is
to our knowledge the highest measured DWF rate, suggesting winter 2013 was exceptionally convective.
The observed restratification rate between spring and summer 2013 is 20:860:4 Sv. This study provides
robust quantifications of deep convection during an exceptional event that will allow to evaluate numerical
simulations.

1. Introduction

1.1. Climatological and Biogeochemical Importance of Deep Convection
The Northwestern Mediterranean (NWMed) Sea is a key region of dense water formation (DWF) in the World
ocean [Marshall and Schott, 1999]. The rate of formation of deep waters and in particular western Mediterra-
nean deep water (WMDW), the main deep water mass in the NWMed, constrains many biogeochemical and
thermodynamical processes: nutrient renewal in upper layers and biological activity [Herrmann et al., 2013;
Auger et al., 2014; Tamburini et al., 2013], carbon and heat storage rate [Santinelli et al., 2013; Winton et al.,
2013; Rugenstein et al., 2013], and therefore climate.

Ocean deep convection also plays a key role in activating the thermohaline circulation, both at regional and
global scales. In the Mediterranean Sea [Cr�epon et al., 1989] showed analytically that a thermodynamical
forcing comparable to that of the convective region induces an intensifying geostrophic flow around the
convective region. Herrmann et al. [2009] showed from a modeling study that the winter sea surface height
(SSH) minimum at the convective region, associated with a cyclonic gyre current, is highly correlated to
deep convection intensity. As for deep currents, Schroeder et al. [2008a] show the spreading of an [O2]
anomaly in the Algerian basin on the year following the exceptional 2004–2005 convective winter,
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suggesting a rapid basin-scale spreading of newly formed deep waters. Canals et al. [2007] show the link
between dense water cascading in the NWMed and high-suspended sediment concentration near the sea-
bed. Finally, Naranjo et al. [2014] suggest from a modeling study that the interannual variability of Mediter-
ranean outflow water at the strait of Gibraltar is related to the magnitude of deep convection at the Gulf of
Lions.

Therefore, estimating quantitatively ocean deep convection and deep water mass transformations is a
major challenge for observation networks devoted to the study of physical processes and biogeochemical
cycles and also for ocean modeling.

1.2. Deep Convection Estimates in the NWMed Sea
Ocean deep convection occurs in the NWMed Sea when the ocean stratification becomes null under the
effect of intense surface buoyancy (mostly heat) fluxes [Mertens and Schott, 1998]. It involves the vertical
mixing of the ocean column by small plumes that contribute to ventilate the deep ocean, rapidly altering
its physical and biogeochemical properties which otherwise evolve very slowly [Marshall and Schott, 1999].
This process can be quantified by estimating the total volume implied in deep convection or equivalently, a
yearly deep convection rate can be deduced by dividing the convected volume by the number of seconds
in 1 year [Castellari et al., 2000]. This deep convection rate is an equivalent annual volume flux. Several
approaches have been employed to estimate deep convection, which all rely on a specific property of the
dense water formed. Table 1 summarizes the main DWF rate estimates in the NWMed from observations
and numerical simulations.

Estimates of the mixed patch volume are based on the computation of a convective mixed layer depth
(MLD) with either hydrological [D’Ortenzio et al., 2005] or dynamical [Somot et al., 2006] criteria. Then, all
convective mixed layer volumes are integrated. From observations during winter 1991–1992, Marshall and
Schott [1999] gave an order estimate of 0.3 Sv (with 1 Sv 5 106 m3/s), and several numerical simulations
found a range of 0.01–1.62 Sv for periods between 1961 and 2007 [B�eranger et al., 2010; Herrmann et al.,
2009, 2010].

Several deep convection estimates rely on surface ocean properties which are well-observed by satellite.
DWF leads to a vertical mixing of ChlA that is otherwise located near the surface, which decreases its con-
centration at the surface. Durrieu de Madron et al. [2013] provided from observations an estimate of DWF
rate of 1.1 Sv for winter 2012 from surface ½ChlA� retrieval from satellite and assuming a constant MLD in the
mixed patch. In addition, intense DWF is usually associated with a cyclonic gyre intensification and

Table 1. DWF Rate Estimates in the Northwestern Mediterranean Basin in Sv (1 Sv5106m3=s) From Observations and Numerical
Simulationsa

Period Estimates From Observations

Climatological mean 1.56 Sv Bethoux [1980], salinity budgets
1 Sv Tziperman and Speer [1994], surf. diapycnal mixing (29 kg/m3)

1991–1992 1.22 Sv Rhein [1995], box biogeochemical model inversion
0.3 Sv Marshall and Schott [1999], mixed patch estimate

2004–2006 average 1.2 Sv Schroeder et al. [2008b], quantitative (h, S) diagram
2011–2012 1.1 Sv Durrieu de Madron et al. [2013], satellite ocean color data
2012–2013 1.4 6 0.3 Sv or 2.3 6 0.5 Sv (this study), diapycnal mixing (29.11 kg/m3)
2013 (restrat.) 20.8 6 0.4 Sv (this study), diapycnal mixing (29.11 kg/m3)

Estimates From Numerical Simulations
1958–2001 1.08 Sv average L’H�ev�eder et al. [2013a], diapycnal mixing in the ML
1958–1968 0.2–4 Sv Naranjo et al. [2014], diapycnal mixing (29.1 kg/m3)
1960–1980 0.93 Sv Somot et al. [2006], diapycnal mixing (28.91 kg/m3)
1961–2006 0.07–1.62 Sv Herrmann et al. [2010], mixed patch estimate
1979–2013 0.28 Sv average Somot et al. [2016], diapycnal mixing (29.10 kg/m3)
1980–1988 0.2–1.6 Sv Castellari et al. [2000], diapycnal mixing in the ML
1986–1987 1.3 or 1.8 Sv Herrmann et al. [2008a], diapycnal mixing (29.1 kg/m3)
1987–2007 0.9 Sv average Pinardi et al. [2013], diapycnal mixing in the ML
1988–2003 1.3 or 0.01–0.18 Sv B�eranger et al. [2010], mixed patch estimate
1999–2007 0–1.28 Sv Herrmann et al. [2009], mixed patch estimate
2004–2006 1.73 Sv average Beuvier et al. [2012], diapycnal mixing (29.1 kg/m3)
2012–2013 1.6 Sv Estournel et al. [2016], diapycnal mixing (29.11 kg/m3)

aThe period and methodology of computation is given in all cases. Note that estimates originally given in m3 were converted into Sv
by dividing by the number of seconds in 1 year, for comparison purposes.
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therefore a negative sea level anomaly (SLA) in the convective region. Herrmann et al. (Long term interan-
nual monitoring of open-ocean deep convection using altimetry and ocean color multi-sensors satellite
data: Case study of the northwestern mediterranean sea, Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans, submitted
manuscript) deduced from a physical-biogeochemical model a relation between DWF and ½ChlA�-SLA anom-
alies and estimated a winter 2013 DWF rate between 1.5 and 2 Sv.

The evolution of the dense water hydrology can also be used to quantify the rate of dense water transfor-
mation by deep convection. Several studies are based on dense water salinity [Bethoux, 1980] or heat
[Walin, 1982] budgets and others quantify transformations in the (h, S) coordinates [Walin, 1982; Schroeder
et al., 2008b; Groeskamp et al., 2014a,2014b]. Bethoux [1980] estimated the Western Mediterranean basin
salinity budgets and deduced that the WMDW was formed by the mixing of 27% of surface water at a rate
of 0.43 Sv and 73% of intermediate waters at a rate of 1.13 Sv, making up a total DWF rate of 1.56 Sv.
Schroeder et al. [2008b] estimated an average annual DWF rate between 2004 and 2006 of 1.2 Sv from
observed quantitative (h, S) diagrams.

Other studies quantify density variations, also called diapycnal mixing, either at the surface [Tziperman and
Speer, 1994], within the mixed layer [Lascaratos, 1993; Castellari et al., 2000; Pinardi et al., 2013] or at all
depths [Somot et al., 2006; Herrmann et al., 2008a; Beuvier et al., 2012; Naranjo et al., 2014; Estournel et al.,
2016]. Tziperman and Speer [1994] used climatological surface buoyancy fluxes and densities to deduce
from the surface diapycnal mixing an upper bound of climatological DWF of 1 Sv in the NWMed Sea. Several
modeling studies quantified diapycnal mixing in the mixed layer and found in periods between 1980 and
2007 average DWF rates between 0.2 and 1.6 Sv [Castellari et al., 2000; Pinardi et al., 2013], and others inte-
grated diapycnal mixing at all depths and found in periods between 1958 and 2013 rates between 0.2 and
4 Sv [Somot et al., 2006; Herrmann et al., 2008a; Beuvier et al., 2012; L’H�ev�eder et al., 2013a; Naranjo et al.,
2014; Estournel et al., 2016, Somot et al., 2016].

Note finally the possibility to quantify deep convection with specific ocean properties such as chlorofluoro-
methane and tritium concentrations [Rhein, 1995] found 1.22 Sv for winter 1991–1992), pO2 anomaly at
depth or a cold h anomaly at intermediate depth as proxies of ventilated deep waters or intermediate
waters that have been eroded by DWF.

The differences in results are not only due to the different methodologies and the large interannual variabil-
ity of this phenomenon, both in observations [Mertens and Schott, 1998] and state-of-the-art models [Somot
et al., 2006; Herrmann et al., 2010; L’H�ev�eder et al., 2013a], but also to the large uncertainty in observed DWF
estimates and in the representation of DWF in models.

1.3. An Extensive Observation of the 2012–2013 Convective Year Over the NWMed
This study takes advantage of the exceptional measurement year of 2012–2013 in the NWMed Sea. Thanks
to the MERMeX (Marine Ecosystems Response in the Mediterranean Experiment) [Testor, 2013; Conan, 2013]
and HyMeX (Hydrological Cycle of the Mediterranean Experiment) programs, measurements have been car-
ried out to study the impacts of DWF on the Mediterranean pelagic ecosystems Experiment (DeWex) in
addition to those carried out on a long term basis in the framework of the Mediterranean Ocean Observing
System for the Environment (MOOSE, http://www.moose-network.fr) [Testor et al., 2012, 2013]. In the frame-
work of this long-term observatory, a large-scale observation cruise has been performed during summer
2012 and 2013. It will therefore be referred to in this study as the MOOSE network. In addition, during the
DeWEx experiment, two cruises (DeWEx-1 and DeWEx-2) [Testor, 2013; Conan, 2013] using MOOSE network
took place in winter and spring 2013. Those four cruises, referred as S12, W13, SP13, and S13, respectively,
hereafter (standing for Summer 2012, Winter 2013, Spring 2013, and Summer 2013), give an estimate of the
NWMed Sea dense water volume.

1.4. Oceanic OSSEs to Evaluate and Optimize Observing Systems
Several oceanic OSSEs have been employed to optimize existing or potential observing systems. L’H�ev�eder
et al. [2013b] and Alvarez and Mourre [2014] focus on glider networks. The former estimate the optimal glid-
er density to capture mesoscale variability, and the latter quantify the added value of glider coordination
for the forecast of ocean temperature. Hackert et al. [1998] and Ballabrera-Poy et al. [2007] optimize mooring
networks in order to minimize the error in the assimilated SSH and sea surface temperature (SST) fields.
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Finally, Mourre et al. [2006] assess the potential performance of future satellite altimetry and tide gauge
measurements to resolve high-frequency barotropic dynamics.

1.5. Aim of the Study
The aim of this study is to assess the accuracy of deep water volume estimates from MOOSE network via an
OSSE and to quantify dense water volumes, DWF and restratification rates from observations in the period
2012–2013 including these error estimates. The OSSE therefore aims at quantifying comprehensively the
observing system error, in contrast with previous oceanic OSSEs which aimed at optimizing it.

Section 2 describes OSSE methodology as well as the data and models used; section 3 presents the OSSE
results; section 4 applies the results to estimate observed dense water variations in 2012–2013; section 5
discusses the methodology and potential applications of the OSSE; finally, section 6 summarizes the main
results.

2. Methods, Models, and Data

The aim of this OSSE is to quantify the accuracy of dense water volume estimates by estimating MOOSE
observing system errors. For that purpose, a numerical simulation is used as a virtual reality, virtual observa-
tions are carried out, the virtual observations are interpolated and finally the volume reconstruction error is
quantified.

2.1. Creation of a Virtual Reality
This study uses as a virtual reality the free surface, generalized sigma vertical coordinate model SYMPHONIE,
described by Marsaleix et al. [2009, 2012]. The model domain covers the entire convection area, with a 1 km
horizontal resolution and a variable 40 level vertical resolution making of it an eddy-resolving ocean model.
This model has previously been used in the Mediterranean to simulate convection in the open sea
[Herrmann et al., 2008a; Herrmann and Somot, 2008] as well as coastal DWF [Ulses et al., 2008; Estournel et al.,
2005; Herrmann et al., 2008b]. More recently, this model has been used to simulate the 2012–2013 convec-
tive year [Estournel et al., 2016]. The run used in this study is described by Estournel et al. [2016] who show a
realistic initial state with regard to MOOSE large-scale observations and also a realistic simulation of ocean
deep convection.

The dense water volume is deduced by integrating dense water thickness over space. Therefore, the virtual
reality field is the bidimensional map of dense water thickness from SYMPHONIE. It is defined as the thick-
ness of water which potential density (zref 50 db) exceeds 29.11 kg/m3, which corresponds to maximal dia-
pycnal mixing during the convective event in both observations (see section 4) and SYMPHONIE [Estournel
et al., 2016]. A similar analysis is also done on density thresholds 29.08, 29.09, and 29.10 kg/m3. Note that
previous observational [Tziperman and Speer, 1994] and modeling [Castellari et al., 2000; Herrmann et al.,
2008a; Beuvier et al., 2012; Naranjo et al., 2014; Estournel et al., 2016] studies used density levels from 28.91
to 29.11 kg/m3 which corresponded to the respective levels of maximum diapycnal mixing.

Four periods are considered here which correspond to the ship cruises deployed over the NWMed: S12,
W13, SP13, and S13. The central dates are resp. 1 August 2012, 12 February 2013, 13 April 2013, and 24
June 2013. For each period, we quantify MOOSE actual and theoretical networks’ accuracy (see Figure 1, for
the network maps), the former being used to evaluate the theoretical observing system and the latter to
quantify uncertainties in observations. MOOSE actual networks include 68 (S13) to 82 (SP13) casts, whereas
the theoretical network comprises 102 casts.

The analysis domain is a reduced NWMed region which covers most of the convective area: between [2.58E;
98E] and [408N; 448N], with a bathymetry H > 2000 m. Its volume is 3.28 3 1014 m3. Figure 2 shows the
annual dense water thickness variation range map for the period 1 August 2012 to 31 July 2013. Most areas
with a thickness variation range exceeding 1500 m are included in the subdomain. They correspond to
areas of DWF or where newly formed WMDW is advected. Therefore, despite large values along the north-
western shelf and southeast of Menorca, most dense water variations are captured by the domain and it
allows for a compromise between the coverage of the DWF region and the availability of observations.
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2.2. Computation of Virtual Observations
We deal with all sources of error successively in order to quantify both their individual and cumulative
impact on the total observing system error. First, space sampling error is assessed by generating 400 ran-
dom networks of the same size as MOOSE network but with observation locations picked at random from a
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Figure 1. CTD casts locations for (a) MOOSE theoretical network and MOOSE actual networks during (b) S12, (c) W13, (d) SP13, and (e) S13 cruises. The black contour displays the analysis
domain. The bathymetry is displayed in background of all figures.
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uniform distribution over the analysis domain. This ensemble size ensures a convergence of the error esti-
mates (not shown). Virtual observations are picked at the central date of each period from the virtual reality
field.

Second, the time coverage error is added by picking a random date for each virtual observation from all
previously generated networks, from a uniform time distribution within each cruise period of 2–3 weeks.

Third, a Gaussian instrumental error is added to each virtual observation of the spatiotemporal network
ensemble to account for the sensor accuracy. Finally, a systematic error, of Gaussian distribution among the
network ensemble but constant for each network, is applied to account for instrumental stability. Whereas
the instrumental accuracy is variable for each virtual observation, the instrumental stability is constant with-
in a given network but variable between all networks. Both instrumental sources of error are based on W13
and SP13 cruises technical report [Taillandier, 2014], which estimates an instrumental accuracy of standard
deviation (STD) 0.001 kg/m3 and an instrumental stability of the order 0.001 kg/m3. Errors on density meas-
urements are converted into dense water thickness errors by estimating from all cruise data the average
vertical density gradient at each isopycnal depth. The observed density gradient at the levels 29.08, 29.09,
29.10, and 29.11 kg/m3 are 0.001 kg/m3, respectively, every 5, 13, 50, and 125 m. The density error of
0.001 kg/m3 is thus converted to a dense water thickness error of STD resp. 5, 13, 50, and 125 m for the den-
sity levels 29.08, 29.09, 29.10, and 29.11 kg/m3, which is assumed to be Gaussian for both the instrumental
accuracy and stability errors. Therefore, for the isopycnal 29.11 kg/m3, the instrumental accuracy error is
picked randomly for each virtual observation from a Gaussian distribution of STD 5 125 m, and the instru-
mental stability error is picked randomly for each network, but constant within each network, from a Gauss-
ian distribution of STD 5 125 m.

2.3. Kriging of Virtual Observations
For each network, the dense water thickness is integrated over space on the analysis domain in order to
deduce a dense water volume reconstruction. We perform a kriging of the virtual observations in order to
reconstruct on the model grid the full bidimensional dense water thickness field. See Appendix A for a
detailed description of the kriging method. This OSSE therefore does not include any assimilation proce-
dure, contrary to Mourre et al. [2006], Hackert et al. [1998], Ballabrera-Poy et al. [2007], L’H�ev�eder et al.
[2013b], and Alvarez and Mourre [2014]: indeed, the scientific aim is to provide a volume estimate indepen-
dent from numerical models which can be later used for model evaluation purposes, and therefore to avoid
the use of a model guess.
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Figure 2. Map of simulated annual dense water thickness variation range (m), between 2 August 2012 and 31 July 2013. The black contour
displays the analysis domain.
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The interpolated field differs from the
virtual reality even at virtual observa-
tions due to the fact that the kriging
method retrieves the large-scale
structures. Indeed, MOOSE network is
not designed to sample mesoscale
and smaller-scale structures which
are of typical scale 15–50 km in the
NWMed basin as its effective resolu-
tion is � 50 km. Figure 3 displays the
scatterplot of all reconstructed dense
water thicknesses at observation
locations with respect to virtual reali-
ty dense water thickness in SYMPHO-
NIE for W13 period and MOOSE
theoretical network. The linear fit
shows an average absolute error of
j�j5147 m with a slope of 0.85. This
means that the kriging method over-
estimates low values and underesti-

mates high values, consistently with the large-scale reconstruction method which smoothes extreme
values.

2.4. Assessment of the Reconstruction Error
Each random network provides a dense water volume reconstruction. The distribution of reconstruction
error with respect to virtual reality gives access to an estimate of the 95% confidence interval in the volume
estimate from observations, which will later be applied to actual observations. The root mean squared error
(RMSE) deduced from the network ensemble is assumed to represent the STD of a Gaussian error variable.
Therefore, the 95% confidence interval is given by 61:96RMSE.

This framework provides four successive confidence intervals on volume estimates: a space error 61:96RMSEs,
a spatiotemporal error 61:96RMSEst , a spatiotemporal and instrumental accuracy error 61:96RMSEsti1, and
finally a spatiotemporal and full instrumental error 61:96RMSEsti2. The latter gives access to a global observing
system error, whereas each one provides the successive contributions of each source of error.

In addition, for the space sampling ensemble, the space accuracy of the reconstructed dense water thick-
ness map is addressed by computing its correlation r with the virtual reality field.

3. Results From Models

3.1. Modeled 2012–2013 Dense Water Thickness
Figure 4 shows the map of the simulated dense water thickness virtual reality, its reconstruction from MOOSE
theoretical network and from MOOSE actual network during (a–c) S12, (d–f) W13, (g–i) SP13, and (j–l).

The model S12 field (Figure 4a) shows values between 1000 and 1400 m in the open-sea domain, with some
mesoscale structures of higher or lower thickness most likely related to mesoscale eddies. Indeed, mesoscale
eddies perturb the isopycnal levels by lifting (cyclonic) or lowering (anticyclonic) them. Only the eddies that
extend vertically down to the 29.11 kg/m3 isopycnal level, that is about 1000 m depth will have an impact on
it. As a consequence, SCVs carrying lighter Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) to the center of the NWMed
domain do not impact the dense water thickness during S12 as the LIW extends approximately from 300 to
800 m depth [Bosse et al., 2015]. The mesoscale structures observed in this period are related exclusively to
the exchanges between the denser WMDW formed off the Gulf of Lions and lighter WMDW around them
[Demirov and Pinardi, 2007]. Note that some unphysical patterns related to the initialization procedure might
be visible for this period, as the S12 cruise is used to initialize SYMPHONIE and it therefore falls within the
model spin-up phase. At the domain eastern and northern boundaries, the dense water thickness declines as
a consequence of the incoming of lighter WMDW coming from the Algerian basin.
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Figure 3. Scatterplot of reconstructed dense water thickness values at observa-
tion location as a function of dense water thickness actual value, in SYMPHONIE,
for MOOSE theoretical network and the W13 ship cruise. The linear fit and correla-
tion r are also given.
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The W13 field (Figure 4d) shows a large increase off the Gulf of Lions, with thicknesses exceeding 2000 m
that identify a mixed patch of newly formed dense waters extending over the whole water column. This
patch tends to detach into a series of small-scale structures (�20230 km size) that are mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale eddies; on the other hand, eddies with lower dense water thickness enter the mixed patch [see

(a) S12 - virtual reality (b) MOOSE theoretical (c) MOOSE actual
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(d) W13 - virtual reality (e) MOOSE theoretical (f) MOOSE actual
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(g) SP13 - virtual reality (h) MOOSE theoretical (i) MOOSE actual
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(j) S13 - virtual reality (k) MOOSE theoretical (l) MOOSE actual
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Figure 4. (a) Dense water thickness (m) virtual reality (SYMPHONIE) for S12 period; (b and c) Reconstructed field from MOOSE theoretical and actual networks (circles are the dense water
thickness virtual observations from the network). Resp. (d–f), (g–i), and (j–l): same for W13, SP13, and S13 periods.
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Herrmann et al., 2008a; Estournel et al., 2016]. They are both formed by baroclinic instability of the gyre rim
current and contribute to restratification [Madec et al., 1991; Marshall and Schott, 1999]. The advection of
lighter waters into the mixed patch area involves the first 1000 m of the water column as the dense water
thickness is about 1000 m lower in those waters: therefore, the three main water masses of the NWMed are
involved in this restratification process: the Atlantic Waters (AW) down to 300 m, the LIW from 300 to 800 m
and the old WMDW below 800 m depth. In the other parts of the domain, the average dense water thick-
ness decreases due to restratification between S12 and W13. Therefore, spatial gradients of dense water
thickness are intensified both by convection in the mixed patch and restratification outside. This in turns
activates dense water circulation [Herrmann et al., 2008a] by increasing the horizontal pressure gradient at
depth.

The SP13 field (Figure 4g) shows several mesoscale structures of dense water thickness anomaly across the
interior basin: the mesoscale eddies formed following the convective event are long-lived [Testor and
Gascard, 2006], however they progressively mix up with the surrounding environment, and the dense water
thickness field tends to homogenize. At the larger scale, a west-east dense water thickness gradient is form-
ing between the newly formed dense water pole in the west and the old and lighter dense water in the
east. It was already visible in previous observing [Schroeder et al., 2008a] and modeling [Beuvier et al., 2012]
studies.

Finally, the S13 field (Figure 4j) is similar to S12: the small-scale variability has decreased as compared to
SP13, although some mesoscale structures are still visible. The west-east basin-scale gradient is still visible
but it is progressively replaced by the pattern of minimum dense water thickness at the eastern and north-
ern boundaries already visible in S12 period.

Now looking at the reconstructed field from MOOSE theoretical network in Figures 4b, 4e, 4h, and 4k for
illustration purpose, one notes a series of differences with the virtual reality. As large autocorrelation scales
are used (see Appendix A, for more details), the kriging is not capable of reconstructing small-scale features
as mesoscale eddies or strong gradients at the domain boundaries, which is consistent with a low-
resolution observing network. Instead small-scale features are smoothed over large regions. However, the
main large-scale features are visible: minimum values in the eastern and northern boundaries in S12 and
S13 periods, a large-scale mixed patch of diameter � 70 km during W13 and an east-west basin-scale gradi-
ent visible in SP13 and to a lesser extent in S13. The performance of the reconstructed field will be
described below.

3.2. Space Sampling Error
We now consider the ensemble of 400 random space networks of same size as MOOSE theoretical network
to quantify the observing error related to space sampling. Table 2 shows for MOOSE theoretical and actual
networks and all ship cruises, the virtual reality dense water volume, the space 95% confidence interval
(expressed in percent of the virtual reality volume) given by 1.96 RMSEs as well as the average space correla-
tion of this ensemble r, the spatiotemporal confidence interval 1.96 RMSEst, the spatiotemporal and instru-
mental accuracy confidence interval 1.96 RMSEsti1 and finally the total observing system confidence interval
1.96 RMSEsti2. The simulated dense water volume increases successively between S12 and W13 and between

Table 2. Dense Water Volume From Virtual Reality V, Space Confidence Interval 1.96 RMSEs and Correlation r, Spatiotemporal Confi-
dence Interval 1.96 RMSEst, Spatiotemporal and Instrumental Accuracy Confidence Interval 1:96 RMSEsti1, and Total Observing System
Confidence Interval 1:96RMSEsti2, for all Cruise Periods and for Both MOOSE Theoretical and Actual Networksa

Theoretical Network Actual Networks

S12 W13 SP13 S13 S12 W13 SP13 S13

V (1013 m3) 11.9 13.1 14.9 14.1 11.9 13.1 14.9 14.1
1.96 RMSEs (%) 4.1 6.7 4.4 3.0 4.6 8.3 4.8 4.1
r 0.69 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.65 0.71 0.71 0.68
1.96 RMSEst (%) 4.1 8.6 4.0 3.0 4.6 9.5 5.0 3.8
1.96 RMSEsti1 (%) 4.8 8.8 4.4 3.8 5.5 10.0 5.7 4.9
1.96 RMSEsti2 (%) 26.3 25.0 23.2 22.1 24.7 24.9 22.0 24.8

aThe confidence interval is given at the 95% probability level, in percent of the virtual reality volume.
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W13 and SP13 in SYMPHONIE, which confirms that DWF occurred both before and after W13 cruise in the
simulation. It then decreases between SP13 and S13 as a result of restratification.

Now looking at the error and space correlation deduced from MOOSE theoretical network space ensemble,
the confidence interval is between 3.0% and 6.7%. This relatively low error illustrates that MOOSE theoreti-
cal network density of observations is sufficient to estimate dense water volume in 2012–2013 with high
confidence. It also suggests that the volume estimate is little sensitive to the spatial distribution of observa-
tions as the networks were constructed randomly. However, W13 period shows the highest error, which
provides evidence that a higher observation density is necessary in this period. This is consistent with the
space patterns of the dense water thickness in W13 (Figure 4d) with strong gradients between the mixed
patch and the rest of the domain. However, despite a high accuracy in estimating the integrated volume,
the space correlation of the reconstructed dense water thickness with the virtual reality is relatively low,
between 0.69 and 0.75. This is due to the kriging method which only reconstructs the large-scale: despite
large errors in the small-scale structures, the large-scale, and therefore the integral volume, are accurately
reconstructed. The period with the lowest correlation is S12 and has more small-scale structures, whereas
the period with the highest correlation is W13 and has more large-scale structures (see Appendix A, for
more details).

As a conclusion, MOOSE theoretical network has a satisfactory observation density and space sampling is
not crucial given the number of observations: it is fit to reconstruct the NWMed Sea dense water volumes.
However, small-scale features are not captured by this network which leads to larger error in the bidimen-
sional reconstruction of the dense water thickness.

3.3. Spatiotemporal Sampling Error
We now turn to the confidence interval deduced from the spatiotemporal sampling ensemble shown in
Table 2. The 95% confidence interval 1.96 RMSEst is comprised between 3.0% and 8.6%, which is relatively
low. Only in W13 period, it is higher than the space-only confidence interval. This means that in most cases,
the time sampling error does not add to the space sampling error. In SP13 period, it has even decreased as
compared to the space-only error: this might be related to a lower space dispersion in average during the
SP13 period as compared to the central date. However, W13 shows a clear error increase that can be attrib-
uted to the time variability of dense water volumes during W13.

As a consequence, the time sampling error only adds marginally to the space sampling error, and the total
sampling error of MOOSE theoretical network is low. This means that the ship cruises are rapid enough to
measure accurately dense water volumes.

3.4. Sampling and Instrumental Accuracy Error
We now consider the confidence interval deduced from the sampling and instrumental accuracy ensemble
shown in Table 2. The 95% confidence interval 1.96 RMSEsti1 is comprised between 3.8% and 8.8%, which
remains relatively low. In all cases, adding instrumental accuracy error has only marginally increased the
total error, between 0.2% and 0.7%. However, for a given virtual dense water thickness observation, a
Gaussian perturbation of STD 5 125 m has been applied, which is more than a 10% perturbation in most of
the analysis domain. The low impact in the reconstructed volume error can be explained by an average
error compensation over each virtual network as this perturbation is null in average.

As a consequence, the observing system instrumental accuracy is largely sufficient to estimate accurately
dense water volumes.

3.5. Full Sampling and Instrumental Error
We finally consider the total observing system error, once the instrumental stability error has been added to
the previous ones, shown in Table 2. The 95% confidence interval 1.96 RMSEsti2 is comprised between
22.1% and 26.3%, which is larger by a factor 2.8–5.8 than the previous error estimate. As a conclusion, the
instrumental stability error largely dominates the total observing system error. This is due to the fact that
the stability error uplifts or lowers the isopycnal depth at the basin-scale. In addition, the low potential den-
sity vertical gradient at depth leads to potential large errors in the isopycnal level depth.
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Note that the observations used in this
study have been thoroughly post-
treated and intercalibrated in order to
ensure instrumental error tends to be
null. Both error estimates including
instrumental error are therefore an
upper bound of the expected actual
instrumental error.

3.6. How Does the Network Size
Impact Space Error?
In this section, we try to characterize
the evolution of space error with the
network size. For that purpose, for the
W13 period, the same space error esti-
mate is done with 400 member
ensembles of networks of size varying
from 20 to 2000 observations. The
ensemble 95% confidence interval
1:96 RMSEs is given as a function of the
network size in Figure 5 in a logarith-
mic scale, including also MOOSE actual

W13 network (72 casts) and theoretical (102 casts) network sizes. The error is indeed a strictly decreasing
function of network size, following remarkably well a power law of parameter a520:62 (r> 0.99). MOOSE
actual and theoretical networks, represented with red dots in Figure 5, fit closely the logarithmic regression.
The 95% confidence interval ranges from 19% for a 20 point network to 1% for a 2000 point network. This
means that any doubling of network size will lead to an error decrease by 35%.

As a consequence, even with a 20 point network, the space confidence interval would remain lower than
the total confidence interval of MOOSE theoretical network, which is dominated by the instrumental stabili-
ty error. In addition, a 50 point network would be sufficient to obtain a space confidence interval lower
than 10%. This confirms that MOOSE network density is largely sufficient to estimate accurately dense water
volumes. Potential observing systems can be dimensioned using an accuracy threshold from this relation.

4. Observed 2012–2013 Dense Water Volume Evolution

Using the methodological framework described above, the dense water volume evolution is quantified
together with its confidence interval from observations in the 2012–2013 period.

4.1. Evolution of the Dense Water Thickness Over the Basin
We first focus on the spatial structure of dense water evolution in the 2012–2013 period. Figure 6 displays
the observed dense water thickness computed at the 29.11 kg/m3 level and its bidimensional reconstruc-
tion for all cruise periods. The dense water evolution between S12 and SP13 and between SP13 and S13 is
also displayed. During S12 cruise, the observed dense water thickness shows a maximum value in the
southwest of the basin and minimal values both in the Ligurian Sea and north of the basin. Both patterns
resemble those of SYMPHONIE simulation and they might be associated with the exiting of a previous
WMDW to the southwest of the basin [B�ethoux et al., 2002; Beuvier et al., 2012], balanced by an incoming of
old and lighter WMDW from the Algerian basin and the Ligurian Sea through a cyclonic deep boundary cur-
rent [Demirov and Pinardi, 2007].

The pattern of dense water thickness is very different during W13 period, with two compensating trends.
On the one hand, dense water increases sharply in the mixed patch, associated with the formation of new
WMDW. There is no clear dense water increase in the Ligurian Sea, suggesting that ocean convection was
not deep and dense enough to reach the 29.11 kg/m3 density level in this basin. On the other hand, all
regions outside of the mixed patch and Ligurian Sea show a clear decrease between S12 and W13,
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Figure 5. Space sampling 95% confidence interval (in % of virtual reality) as a
function of the network size (from 20 to 2000 observations per network) for W13
period; red dots represent, respectively, MOOSE actual size for W13 cruise (72
points) and theoretical size (102 points). The line represents the logarithmic fit, its
formula and correlation are given.
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suggesting a continued restratification. As a result, it is not clear that between S12 and W13, DWF domi-
nates over restratification.

On the contrary, the observed dense water thickness during SP13 is in average higher over almost all the
domain than during S12 and W13 periods. This period closely follows the end of the DWF event and a large
increase of dense water volume is visible west of 6.58E. This newly formed dense water was produced either
locally in the mixed patch area, or it was advected from it to the southwest of the basin, a pattern that was
already visible in SYMPHONIE (Figure 4g) during SP13 and in observations during S12 period. Thick columns
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Figure 6. (top and middle plots) Dense water thickness map (m) reconstructed from observations (dots) at the level 29.11 kg/m3 and for
each period. (bottom plots) Dense water thickness variation map (m) reconstructed from observations between S12 and SP13, and
between SP13 and S13.
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of convective waters (H> 2500 m) have already reached the south of the analysis domain and are likely to
be advected to the Algerian basin [Beuvier et al., 2012; Demirov and Pinardi, 2007]. In the eastern half of the
domain, the 29.11 kg/m3 isopycnal level has been lifted and as a consequence the dense water thickness is
also increased, although less than in the west. This might result from both advection and mixing of newly
formed WMDW [B�ethoux et al., 2002]. The period between S12 and SP13 thus seems to be the most ade-
quate to estimate DWF. Indeed, during W13, most of the dense waters are not formed yet and the observ-
ing system error is higher.

Finally, during S13, the observed dense water thickness resembles highly that of the S12 period, although it
is slightly higher in average. The dense water thickness has dramatically decreased west of 6.58E as com-
pared to SP13, and high values (H> 2000 m) are only present in the southwest of the domain. The dense
water thickness is lowest in the east and north of the domain, however it remains almost constant in those
regions between SP13 and S13. As a consequence, the dense water decrease between SP13 and S13 can be
used to estimate a restratification rate in that period.

The map of dense water thickness evolution between S12 and SP13 confirms a large volume increase, most-
ly from the western half of the basin. The average thickening for this area is higher than 1000 m. This area is
generally south and west of the mixed patch area which could be identified from W13 period, suggesting
that most of the export of new WMDW is oriented southwestward, in agreement with previous observing
[Schroeder et al., 2008a] and modeling [Demirov and Pinardi, 2007; Beuvier et al., 2012] results. Once again,
between SP13 and S13 periods, most of the dense water evolution occurs west of 6.58E, with an average
dense water shallowing slightly lower than 1000 m. This suggests that a large fraction of the dense water
formed in the winter 2013 is in late June either destroyed by internal mixing or advected southwestward
outside of the NWMed basin.

4.2. Dense Water Volume Estimates
The volume of waters denser than 29.11 kg/m3 is estimated from observed CTD casts with the reconstruc-
tion method presented in section 2, and the 95% confidence interval is deduced from the same OSSE
applied on the actual MOOSE networks. The dense water thickness reconstruction from the actual networks
(Figures 4c, 4f, 4i, and 4l) is very similar to that with the theoretical network, even if the reconstruction is
degraded due to the fewer observations. Table 2 provides the 95% confidence interval related to the four
sources of observation error as well as the space ensemble average correlation with virtual reality. Space
error given by 1.96 RMSEs is only little increased with respect to the theoretical network, with low values
comprised between 4.1% and 8.3% and with a space correlation slightly decreased to 0.69 in average. Spa-
tiotemporal error given by 1.96 RMSEst also increases little, between 3.8% and 9.5%. The same is true for the
spatiotemporal and instrumental accuracy error given by 1.96 RMSEsti1 with values between 4.9% and
10.0%. Finally, the total error given by 1.96 RMSEsti2 remains highly dominated by the instrumental stability
error and therefore it is comparable between MOOSE theoretical and actual networks.

As a consequence, for the observed volume estimate, two confidence intervals are displayed: a sampling
confidence interval given by 1.96 RMSEst which is below 10% in all cases, and a total confidence interval
dominated by the instrumental stability error and comprised between 22.0% and 24.9%. Indeed, the obser-
vations used in this study have been thoroughly intercalibrated and therefore the latter confidence interval
is likely to overestimate the actual observation error. In addition, a high instrumental error would imply a
homogeneous uplift or lowering of the dense water thickness over the whole domain, which is not what is
observed from Figure 6. This gives further confidence in a low instrumental error and an observing system
error well approximated by the sampling error only.

Table 3 compiles the observed dense water volume estimates with their 95% confidence interval, for densi-
ties between 29.08 and 29.11 kg/m3, and only the volume estimates for the 29.11 kg/m3 level since such
densities are not represented in SYMPHONIE simulation. The volume of waters denser than 29.11 kg/m3

shows that the period between S12 and W13 was associated with a slight increase in the estimated dense
water volume, from 13.3 to 13.7 3 1013 m3. However, this volume increase of 0.4 3 1013 m3 is not signifi-
cant which certainly reflects a compensation between restratification and start of deep convection as sug-
gested by Visbeck et al. [1996]. Moreover, the DWF process was still active after the W13 period and this
explains why the SP13 cruise shows significantly higher volumes of dense water, reaching 17.7 3 1013 m3

(p> 0.95, assuming both volume estimates are independent). Finally, dense water volume decreases
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significantly (p> 0.95) between SP13 and S13 periods and it reaches 15.1 3 1013 m3 as a result of the restra-
tification phase. Note that the S13 dense water volume is higher than during S12. It can be related to the
very intense 2012–2013 DWF event that induces a densification of the whole basin that does not fade away
on the seasonal scale. To a lesser extent, it could also be related to the earlier date of the S13 cruise (24
June) with respect to S12 cruise (1 August). Note however that none of these volume evolutions is signifi-
cant when including the instrumental error: this illustrates the sensitivity of results to instrumental stability,
although it can be reasonably assumed that instrumental stability was low in the observations considered
here.

In this study, the 2012–2013 DWF rate is estimated from the volume evolution between S12 and SP13
cruises to avoid the transient effect and larger error of the volume estimate during W13 cruise, and the
restratification rate is estimated between SP13 and S13 periods. Assuming both volume estimates are inde-
pendent, the squared errors computed in the OSSE can be added in order to deduce a volume variation
error for both periods. The DWF and restratification rates and their relative errors are shown in Table 4 for
density levels 29.08–29.11 kg/m3, and only the transformation rates are given for the level 29.12 kg/m3. For
the level 29.11 kg/m3, the relative errors on the volume variation are higher than on the actual volume,
reaching 24% for the DWF rate and 42% for the restratification rate, as compared to less than 10% for the
actual volume. This is due partly to the absolute error increase and mostly to the lower values of volume
variations as compared to the actual volumes. The DWF rate is estimated at 4.5 3 1013 m3, largely signifi-
cant when assuming a null instrumental error. It can be converted into an equivalent annual flux of
1:460:3 Sv, which is in the upper end among previous DWF rate estimates in the NWMed (see Table 1, for a
comparison). The restratification rate is estimated at 22:6 3 1013m3 or equivalently 20:860:3 Sv, which is
also largely significant assuming a low instrumental error. This is, to our knowledge, the first restratification
rate estimate from observations in the NWMed basin.

Finally, the same computations for other density levels confirm that the diapycnal mixing rate is maximum for
waters denser than 29.11 kg/m3 during both periods. This means that in the 2012–2013 period, the 29.11 kg/m3

level captures best the deep ocean ventilation. The DWF rates are resp. of 0:660:3; 0:760:3; 0:960:4, and 0.2
Sv for density levels of 29.08, 29.09,
29.10, and 29.12 kg/m3. The restratifi-
cation rates are resp. of 20:160:3;
20:160:3; 20:360:4, and 20.5 Sv
for the same levels. We note that the
instrumental error decreases sharply
when density decreases, which is
due to the increase of the vertical
density gradient when density
decreases.

Computing DWF rate in the
reduced analysis domain and
between S12 and SP13 is not
equivalent as computing the actual
DWF rate over the whole NWMed
domain and between the

Table 3. Observed Dense Water Volume Estimates (1013 m3) for All Ship Cruises and Density Levels Between 29.08 and 29.11 kg/m3

With Its 95% Confidence Intervala

r0 (kg/m3) S12 1 August 2012 79 CTDs W13 12 February 2013 72 CTDs SP13 13 April 2013 82 CTDs S13 24 June 2013 68 CTDs

29.08 28.3 6 0.7 (60.7) 30.0 6 1.0 (61.0) 30.3 6 0.7 (60.7) 30.1 6 0.8 (60.8)
29.09 27.5 6 0.7 (60.8) 29.1 6 1.1 (61.2) 29.6 6 0.7 (60.7) 29.4 6 0.8 (60.9)
29.10 25.3 6 0.7 (61.4) 26.3 6 1.4 (62.0) 28.1 6 0.8 (61.7) 27.3 6 0.9 (61.9)
29.11 13.3 6 0.6 (63.3) 13.7 6 1.3 (63.4) 17.7 6 0.9 (63.9) 15.1 6 0.6 (63.8)
29.12 2.0 0.7 2.5 1.0

aThe first confidence interval includes only spatiotemporal sampling errors and corresponds to 1:96 RMSEst , whereas the second (in
brackets) includes also instrumental errors and corresponds to 1:96 RMSEsti2. At the level 29.12 kg/m3, only the volume estimates are
provided as this density class is not simulated by SYMPHONIE.

Table 4. Observed DWF and Restratification Rates for Density Levels Between 29.08
and 29.11 kg/m3 With Its 95% Confidence Intervala

r0 (kg/m3) DWF Rate (S12–SP13) Restratification Rate (SP13 to S13)

29.08 2.0 6 1.0 (61.0) 3 1013 m3 20.2 6 1.0 (61.0) 3 1013 m3

0.6 6 0.3 (60.3) Sv 20.1 6 0.3 (60.3) Sv
29.09 2.1 6 1.0 (61.1) 3 1013 m3 20.3 6 1.0 (61.1) 3 1013 m3

0.7 6 0.3 (60.3) Sv 20.1 6 0.3 (60.4) Sv
29.10 2.8 6 1.1 (62.2) 3 1013 m3 20.8 6 1.2 (62.4) 3 1013 m3

0.9 6 0.4 (60.7) Sv 20.3 6 0.4 (60.7) Sv
29.11 4.5 6 1.1 (65.1) 3 1013 m3 22.6 6 1.1 (65.3) 3 1013 m3

1.4 6 0.3 (61.6) Sv 20.8 6 0.3 (61.7) Sv
29.12 0.5 3 1013 m3 21.5 3 1013 m3

0.2 Sv 20.5 Sv

aThe first confidence interval includes only spatiotemporal sampling errors and
corresponds to 1:96 RMSEst , whereas the second includes also instrumental errors
and corresponds to 1:96 RMSEsti2. At the level 29.12 kg/m3, only the volume esti-
mates are provided as this density class is not simulated by SYMPHONIE.
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beginning and the end of the DWF event. SYMPHONIE simulation is used to extrapolate the results over
the whole NWMed domain and between the dates of annual minimum and maximum dense water vol-
ume. In SYMPHONIE, the DWF rate is higher by 63% when computing it over the whole domain and
between the dates of minimum and maximum dense water volume, due to 1/3 to the reduced analysis
domain and to 2/3 to the observation dates. This factor applied to observations gives a total DWF esti-
mate of 7:361:8 3 1013m3 or equivalently 2:360:5 Sv. This is the largest DWF rate observed in the
NWMed basin, which suggests the 2012–2013 DWF event was exceptional. This also suggests that the
optimal cruise dates to measure the winter 2013 DWF rate from the dense water volume evolution would
have been mid-January, before the beginning of DWF (long after S12 cruise), and late-March, after its end
(close to SP13 cruise).

4.3. Dense Water Evolution as a Function of Density
Dense water volume transformations result from surface formation by atmospheric fluxes, diapycnal mixing,
and lateral advection through the boundaries of the NWMed domain [Somot et al., 2006]. A volume integra-
tion for different density levels allows to identify which water masses are formed and disappear during the
different phases of the 2012–2013 convective event.

Figure 7 shows the diapycnal mixing rate as a function of density, that is the volume formation of
denser waters, from S12 to SP13, SP13 to S13 and for the whole S12 to S13 period. Its derivative with
respect to density allows to identify which density classes are formed and disappear. A positive (resp.
negative) derivative indicates that more water exits (resp. enters) than enters (resp. exits) a density
class and as a result, the density class is reduced (resp. formed) at a rate given by the rate of entrance
minus the rate of exiting in this water class [see Somot et al., 2006, for more details on the
methodology].

The DWF rate between S12 and SP13 (blue curve) is indeed maximal at the 29.11 kg/m3 threshold and is
null for waters denser than 29.125 kg/m3. This means that the new dense waters have mainly a density
between 29.11 and 29.125 kg/m3 and form at an annual rate of 1.4 Sv. 3/4 of the new dense waters have a
density between 29.115 and 29.12 kg/m3. By volume conservation, this dense water results from the
destruction of lighter waters. The DWF rate curve reveals that half of it has a density comprised between
29.08 and 29.11 kg/m3, whereas the second half is lighter than 29.08 kg/m3 by conservation (not shown in
the figure). This corresponds, respectively, to half of LIW and old WMDW, and half of AW being transformed
into new WMDW waters at a rate of � 0:7 Sv each.

The restratification rate between SP13 and S13 shows a partly symmetric picture of water class transforma-
tion: whereas waters lighter than 29.11 kg/m3 are formed at a rate of 0.8 Sv, the same amount of denser

waters disappears. More specifically,
90% of the water formed has a density
of 29:09 < r0 < 29:11 kg=m3, which is
characteristic of lighter WMDW, and all
the waters that disappear have a den-
sity of 29:11 < r0 < 29:125 kg=m3: the
restratification phase seems to con-
sume the densest waters and to
produce mostly lighter WMDW.

Finally, the volume variations in the
S12–S13 period are associated with an
annual volume formation of 0.9 Sv for
waters having a density of 29:1 <
r0 < 29:12 kg=m3, a water destruction
at a rate of 0.3 Sv at the highest densi-
ty (r0 > 29:12) and a water destruc-
tion at a rate of 0.6 Sv, mostly at
densities lower than 29.07 kg/m3.
Therefore, there seems to be an annual
dense water accumulation in the basin,
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Figure 7. Blue dots: DWF rate (Sv) estimated between S12 and SP13 cruises as a
function of density. Red dots: same for the restratification rate estimate between
SP13 and S13 cruises. Black dots: sum of DWF and restratification rates given by
the dense water variation rate between S12 and S13 cruises.
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due at 2/3 to the transformation of LIW
and AW into dense waters, and at 1/3
to the disappearance of the densest
waters. The first transformation sug-
gests an annual trend of dense waters
due to the large 2012–2013 DWF event.
However, part of this annual difference
might also be related to the delay
between S12 cruise on 1 August and
S13 on 24 June. This hypothesis is
weakened by the fact that the restratifi-
cation rate given by SYMPHONIE simu-
lation from 24 June 2013 to 1 August
2013 is only 20:15Sv, which is far lower
than the annual volume transformation
of 0.6 Sv shown in Figure 7.

The destruction of the densest water
class in this period is more challenging
to interpret: a former study [Durrieu de
Madron et al., 2013] has revealed that
the 2011–2012 convective event in the
NWMed was marked with a large frac-
tion of DWF by cascading, forming a
denser layer at the bottom of the

water column, with a cold and fresh signature. Such water masses might have disappeared over the year
due to less intense cascading in the 2012–2013 winter, interior mixing or advection outside of the domain.

4.4. Model Validation at the 29.11 kg/m3 Density Threshold
The dense water volume has been estimated in observations with a confidence interval accounting for sam-
pling and instrumental error. The simulation used in this study can now be evaluated a posteriori in terms
of its capacity to reproduce dense water volume variations in 2012–2013. Figure 8 represents the daily var-
iations of dense water volume in SYMPHONIE simulation at the 29.11 kg/m3 level, as well as the 95% confi-
dence interval from observation including the sampling and total error. In addition, observed volumes are
given from observations in the levels 29.08, 29.09, 29.10, and 29.11 kg/m3.

SYMPHONIE observed S12 volume is in relative agreement with observations, although it is slightly underesti-
mated. In the W13 period, there is a good agreement between observations and SYMPHONIE simulation. In the
simulation, the volume reaches its minimum in late January, just before the violent mixing phase of the deep
convection, and it its maximum in mid-March. The volume in the SP13 period is underestimated in SYMPHONIE
simulation, which leads to an underestimate of the DWF rate by this simulation. The difference is significant
only when excluding the instrumental error, however as argued before a low instrumental error is expected
from the observations used in this study. Finally, the S13 dense water volume has a low negative bias in SYM-
PHONIE simulations, resulting from a partial compensation between too low DWF and restratification rates.

As a consequence, SYMPHONIE simulation has no significant bias (p< 0.95) when including all observation
errors, but it has a significant (p> 0.95) negative bias in all but W13 periods when excluding instrumental
error. However, the bias is lower than 10% in S12 and S13. The dense water volume is therefore well cap-
tured in most periods by this simulation and this supports our error estimates.

5. Discussions

5.1. Hypotheses of the OSSE
Each step of the OSSE implies some hypotheses. The main hypotheses are related to the selection of the virtu-
al reality, to the random network ensemble construction and to the dense water reconstruction method. The
numerical simulation used as a virtual reality is assumed to be accurate enough for results to be transposable
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Figure 8. Error bars: estimated dense water volume and their 95% confidence
interval in observations for all cruises and for (red) 29.08 kg/m3, (green) 29.09
kg/m3, (blue) 29.10 kg/m3, and (black) 29.11 kg/m3 density thresholds. The small
error bar includes only spatiotemporal sampling errors and corresponds to
1:96 RMSEst ; the large one includes also instrumental errors and corresponds to
1:96 RMSEsti2. Pink dots correspond to the dense water volume estimate at the
29.12 kg/m3 level. The black curve displays the simulated daily time series of
dense water volume at 29.11 kg/m3 in SYMPHONIE.
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in observations. Modeled dense water volumes from SYMPHONIE simulation have been evaluated a posteriori
with regard to observations in section 4 and they show low biases in all but SP13 period, which validates their
use for this OSSE. Moreover, the same OSSE has been performed on an eddy-permitting (7 km resolution)
ocean simulation with a similar initial state as SYMPHONIE and results (not shown) were very similar. This sug-
gests that results are little sensitive to the model horizontal resolution in the 1–7 km resolution range.

The network ensemble reconstruction assumes that a random selection of measurement dates and locations
from a uniform distribution gives the spatiotemporal error related to MOOSE network. However, MOOSE net-
work is designed with both scientific and practical constraints and the dates and locations are not picked at
random. An alternative option would have been to fix MOOSE network location and to use a dense water
thickness field from different years, however the simulation was done only in the period 2012–2013. In addi-
tion, the space correlation of MOOSE network reconstruction with the virtual reality is comparable to the aver-
age space correlation of the random networks, which suggests that their performance in capturing the dense
water volume is similar. As for the time sampling, it is a reasonable hypothesis that MOOSE network time dis-
tribution of sampling is homogeneous over the period, as the CTD casts are done at a regular frequency.

Finally, the kriging method used to
reconstruct the field implies a series of
hypotheses. The choice of using no
model guess to fill the field far from
any observation leads to high errors at
such locations. In this study, the dense
water volume estimates are con-
structed as independent to model
fields as possible, for model validation
purposes. In addition, state-of-the-art
ocean reanalyses in the Mediterranean
Sea show high discrepancies in deep
water hydrology (e.g., Pinardi et al.,
2013; Hamon et al., 2016]. This makes
their use as backgrounds for challeng-
ing for deep waters and they were not
considered in this study. The space
correlation scales selected in the krig-
ing method also impact results, how-
ever they vary for each virtual network
depending on the reconstructed corre-
logram (see Appendix A), therefore
their associated error is implicitly
accounted for in the random network
ensemble.

5.2. Applying the OSSE to Other
Variables
The same OSSE can be applied to oth-
er bidimensional physical variables
sampled by MOOSE network. The spe-
cific results will however be variable-
dependant.

In particular, the same methodology
could be applied to estimate DWF rate
from other physical or biogeochemical
diagnostics. Note however a few draw-
backs of alternative DWF rate esti-
mates, which justify our approach
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Figure 9. (a) Correlogram of simulated dense water thickness for each cruise and
average (black line). The dashed line gives the least square fit for the mean corre-
logram with its formula. (b) Same as Figure 9a deduced from the subsampled field
by MOOSE theoretical network.
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based on diapycnal mixing. Estimating the DWF rate by integrating a mixed patch volume from in situ
measurements imposes the deployment of large-scale observations during the DWF event, which is inter-
mittent in time, localized and is mostly characterized by strong winds and waves at surface, complicating
work at sea from a research vessel. On the contrary, as diapycnal mixing is integral in time, it does not
require high-frequency measurements. In addition, the diagnostic of DWF from tracers that interact with
biology, such as O2 or ChlA is highly dependent on biological activity and implies strong hypotheses. Finally,
satellite measurements such as altimetry provide high-frequency and high-resolution surface measure-
ments, however their relation with DWF rate is not trivial Herrmann et al., [2009].

The DWF estimate presented here is integrated in time, based on a physical diagnostic independent from
biology and monitors the basin over all depths. This is why we strongly recommend the approach based on
diapycnal mixing presented in this study to quantify DWF rate from observations.

6. Conclusions

An observing system simulation experiment (OSSE) has been proposed to estimate the dense water volume
using the MOOSE network over the Northwestern Mediterranean (NWMed) Sea in the period 2012–2013
and its associated observation error. A yearly eddy-resolving simulation (SYMPHONIE, 1 km resolution) ini-
tialized in summer 2012 is used to estimate the spatiotemporal sampling and instrumental error of the
observing network MOOSE carried out during four ship cruises in summer 2012, winter 2013, spring 2013,
and summer 2013. Results show a low sampling error, with a 95% confidence level below 10% in all cases. It
is maximum during winter when dense water thickness is most variable in space and time. This confirms
the ability of MOOSE network to measure accurately the NWMed Sea dense water volume and its evolution
in the period 2012–2013. On the other hand, the total sampling and instrumental error is comprised
between 20% and 25% and it is dominated by the instrumental stability error, which reveals the importance
of thoroughly calibrating CTD measurements in order to compute dense water volumes. An analytical rela-
tion between the space sampling error and the observation density is proposed, which reveals that space
error falls below 10% when at least 50 observations are done and therefore that MOOSE network sampling
is largely sufficient.

Open-sea dense water volumes are then estimated from observations. Results show that the dense water vol-
umes have a strong seasonal cycle with a maximum during the spring 2013 cruise, and that dense water varia-
tions are dominated by transformations west of 6.58E. Using the isopycnal r0529:11 kg=m3 level, the dense
water volume is relatively stable between summer 2012 (13:360:631013 m3) and winter 2013
(13:761:331013 m3), it increases dramatically in spring 2013 to 17:760:931013 m3 and then it decreases rap-
idly to reach 15:160:631013m3 in summer 2013. The open-sea DWF rate is estimated between summer 2012
and spring 2013 and it reaches 1:460:3 Sv, which is equivalent to 2:360:5 Sv over the whole NWMed basin
and during the deep convection period. This estimate is the highest ever observed DWF rate in the NWMed
Sea, which suggests that 2012–2013 was an exceptional convective year. An analysis as a function of density
reveals that half of the dense water is formed from the transformation of LIW and former dense water, and half
from subsurface Atlantic waters. The open-sea restratification rate is estimated for the first time in the NWMed
basin and it reaches between spring and summer 2013 20:860:4 Sv. It results mostly from the advection and
mixing of deep waters whose average density decreases.

Appendix A: The Kriging Method

An assymetric kriging method is applied for the field reconstruction. For each model grid point, an assymet-
ric Gaussian weight computed is given to the 10 closest observations (due to computational costs). In addi-
tion, no model guess is used in order to keep the volume estimates as independent from models as
possible, so that they can be used for model validation purposes.

For each network and each period, a space correlogram is computed in order to fit a double Gaussian
weight function for the field analysis. The correlation of all pairs of points within distance bins between 0
and 200 km is computed and shown in Figure 9 for SYMPHONIE simulation. The result is a spatial covariance
function. A function is then fitted to the autocorrelation curve, which is the sum of two Gaussians involving
two different spatial scales, with a least square method and ensuring a 100% autocorrelation at null
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distance. The choice of two spatial scales ensures a high fit to the autocorrelation function (r> 0.95), which
is not the case with only one scale (not shown). Figure 9a shows the autocorrelation function and Gaussian
fit for SYMPHONIE simulation for the four cruise periods and their mean deduced from the virtual reality.
The autocorrelation function is little sensitive to the period considered, with only SP13 cruise that has
higher autocorrelation ranges on large scales. The mean autocorrelation function is fitted with two Gaussian
functions of, respectively, 25 and 115 km ranges and almost same weight, with high accuracy.

The same autocorrelation and Gaussian fit with the undersampled field at MOOSE theoretical network shows
different results (Figure 9b). The autocorrelation function is noisy due to the limited number of points used to
construct it. In addition, the Gaussian fit gives mostly one dominant scale of 75 km in this case, which is an
intermediate value between the two scales obtained with the virtual reality. This result shows that although a
two-scale Gaussian fit seems adapted for the autocorrelation function, the network induces errors in their esti-
mation and therefore in the kriging method. This source of error is part of the error related to space sampling
and it is taken into account implicitly in this study. The double Gaussian weight function is hereafter deduced
from virtual networks and not from the virtual reality to mimic actual estimates from the data only.

In addition, in a geostrophic approximation, water columns are expected to move as Taylor columns with a con-
stant ratio f/H, with f the planetary vorticity and H bathymetry. Therefore, asymmetry across f/H contours is
accounted for [see Bohme and Send, 2005, for a similar f/H asymmetry in kriging]. The relative distance to each
observation is thus the product of the absolute distance between the points and the ratio of the f/H values at
these points. For instance, an observation at 15 km distance and with a f/H twice as high (or twice lower) will be
affected a relative distance of 15 3 2530 km. Finally, the formula of the weight function is given by the equation:

WðX1; X2Þ5Aexp 2
ðdðX1; X2ÞRÞ2

p2
1

 !
1ð12AÞexp 2

ðdðX1; X2ÞRÞ2

p2
2

 !

with

R5max
f=HðX1Þ
f=HðX2Þ

;
f=HðX2Þ
f=HðX1Þ

� �
;

X1 and X2 are two locations, dðX1; X2Þ is their absolute distance, p1 and p2 are the two Gaussian ranges
deduced from each correlogram, A is the amplitude for the first range, f/H the ratio of the Coriolis parameter
over bathymetry and R the f/H ratio between X1 and X2.

The analysis is done on a regular 1/108 grid in order to reduce computational costs. Due to the large auto-
correlation scales (p1525 km and p25115 km), one expects little sensitivity of results to interpolation grid
size dx as long as dx < p. For W13 ship cruise, a sensitivity of the OSSE on the analysis grid has been done
which shows that results are little affected by the interpolation method (not shown here).
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